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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to find out if there

were any significant differences between the self-concepts of
Mennonite adolescents and public school adolescents. Twenty-five
Mennonite adolescents and twenty-five public school adolescents, all
of whom were twelfth-graders, were given a self-description inventory
in which they were to answer sets of items as to a) what they thought
they are really like (the actual self); b) how they thought they
ought to be (the ideal self); and c) how they thought the typical
adolescent in their age group would rate himself. It is noted that
definite conclusions should not be made from the results since such
factors as the adolescent's candor, insight, and attitudes may
influence the way in which he responds to the items. The comparative
results tend to show that there is actually not much difference
between the self-concepts of the Mennonite and the public school
adolescents. Several significant items noted in the various
self-descriptions indicate that: public school adolescents are more
socially oriented than their Mennonite counter-parts; Mennonite
adolescents stress religion more than the public school adolescents;
public school students desire to be All-American, well-rounded
individuals, whereas the Mennonites are nonconformers; the majority
of both groups plan to go to college; and significantly more public
school students than Mennonites hope to move frcm their community
after completing school. (Author/RM)
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Sumnary: Twenty-five Mennonite adolescents and twenty-five public school

adolescents were given a self-description inventory in which
hey were to (1) answer a set of items as to how they thought
hey are really like (the "actual" self); (2) answer another
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.EDUCATION POSITION OR POLICY r,roups were equivalent in age and education. Several signi-
ficant items were noted in the various self-descriptions as the
public school adolescent tended to perceive himself as the well-
rounded individual more so than the Mennonite adolescent. It

was also noted that definite conclusions should not be made
from the results since such factors as the adolescent's candor,
insi47ht, attitudes, etc., may influence the way in which he

responds to the items.

3rownfain (2) has noted theft when an individual is assigned tiv2

taul: of evaluating himself, whatever the method of this evaluation, he

Liovitably maces reference to a system of central meanings that he ha:,

about himself and his relations to the world about him which we call

the self-concept. Every evaluative statement a person makes about him-

sel :,! may be thought of as a sample of his self-concept, from which may

be inferred certain properties of that self-concept. Thus, a young

persons' ideas and attitudes regarding himself influence and are in-

fluenced by his response to everything that happens during adolescence.

The adolecent's self is the essence of his existence as known

to him. The self as Imown includes all the ideas and feelings a person

has regarding the properties of his body, the qualities of his mind and

his personal characteristics. It includes his beliefs, values, and

convictions. embodies the conception he has of his past, of his back-

grolaul, and of his future prospects (10).



It is implied, however, that the known descriptions of the self

(i.e., a person's view of himself) does not give a full accounting of

what one is and how one came to be that way. It is actually a person's

own subjective evaluation. It represents his convictions, what he

knows or thinks he knows about his make-up, not what he has forgotten or

is unable to perceive.

Although adolescents are usually silent about their private

thoughts and feelings they do reveal themselves in a variety of ways.

Besides diaries, autobiographies, casual conversations, etc., self des-

cription inventories have been devised to measure aspects of the self-

concept.. Rogers ( 16) and Brownfain (2), for example, have revealed

that when subjects are asked to do Q-sorts of self-referent items under

instructions to sort them so that they describe themselves as they are

at present and then again so that they describe thejr concept. of the

ideal person, the correlation between these two sorts seems to vary

with the severity of maladjustment.

Several studies have investigated the possible discrepancies

between self-concepts of religious and racial groups. Bieri and Lobeck

(1) found significant differences in self-concepts between two religious

groups, the Catholics and the Jews. McDonald and Gynther (7) noted that

Negro students obtained higher dominance and love scores than white stu-

dents for self ratings but lower scores on ideal descriptions. Leichty

(12) has also indicated that U.S. children tend to be less sacrosanct

about parental authority and values than Vietnamese children.

Because of the Mennonite Church's rather stringent rules in-

volving church membership and social interaction (9),.it was the purpose

of this study to find out, by means of a self-description inventory, if



there were arty significant differences between the self-concepts of the

Mennonite adolescents and the public school adolescents. It was also

hypothesized that the Mennonite adolescents would answer the items in

a more intermediate or less agreeing manner than would the public school

adolescents. Hostetler (9) has noted the various restrictive acts put

forth by the Mennonite Church. Generally, some of these are: prohibiting

members from holding membership in lodges or secret societies; prohibit-

ing members from obtaining insurance or from joining unions or business

organizations; prohibiting extravagant spending; and in-group restrictions

and controls over personal conduct. It should be pointed out, however,

that in practice the various Mennonite branches vary considerably.

Nevertheless, it was assumed by the investigator that the Mennonites

response set would reflect upon their moral upbringing and group co-

hesiveness as well as their high religious values.

Who are the Mennonites?

The Mennonites are a religious sect who consider themselves

evangelical Christians. They trace their origins as Protestants to the

early Reformtion days, claiming 1525 as the birth of the church. They

were considered the left wing of the Zwinglian movement in Switzerland

and because of severe disagreement with Zwingli the radicals, who call

themselves Brethren, broke completely with the Swiss reformer. They

were soon called Anabaptists and became the victims of severe persecu-

tion because of their faith and practice(6).

Outstanding among their tenets of faith were complete separa-

tion of church and state; the practice of baptism only upon confession

of faith which did not allow for infant baptism; considering the sacra-

ments as only symbols of spiritual truth; nonresistance as away of life;
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nonconformity to the world; the simple life; salvation only through

faith in Christ; and the authority of the Scripture (6).

Because of the severe persecution they encountered during the

first two and a half centuries the church was scattered over Europe,

and many hound refuge in America. As a result, there are many differ-

ent groups of Mennonites in America today. Hartzler (8) has pointed out

that there are three significant tendencies among the Mennonites of

America. One is toward the extreme conservatism---a kind of conserva-

tism which demands uniformity in faith and conformity in action and con-

duct to the loss of freedom in both thought and action. There is a

second tendency, namely, toward a more liberal philosophy of life. Here,

"the urbanization of the rural mind through the telephone, daily news-

papers and farm journals, rural mail service, radio and the automobile

has brought about a changed mental and religious attitude much to the

perplexity of the older leadership." A third tendency is that of a clos-

er union between the several brancheS of the denomination. Conferences

and commissions do much to bring the branches together into closer co-

operative relationships.

According to Peters (15), one of the most important tenets of

the Mennonite faith is a belief in "separation from the world." Very

often this belief wns interpreted as an injunction to avoid all contacts

with the non-Mennonite society. To escape the influence of he world,

Mennonites have undertaken migrations to new and undeveloped areas in

various parts of the world. In Amerida, most of the Mennonites pop-

Ulate the. Midwestern states such as Ohio, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana,

Michigan, and Nebraska. With few new areas to move to, the Mennonites

have been forced into a pattern of acculturation. Through education



arc attemptine; to is some of the cherished ideals and tradi-

tions which have characterized them thro101 the centuries.

Subjects: The subjects consisted of twenty-five 12th grade, Senior

high school students from Pad-Prairie High School, Wellman, Iowa, and

twenty-five 12th grade, Senior high school students from the Iowa

ilennonite Kalona, Iowa. Both schools are situated in rural,

farming communities ohich are isolated from any metropolitan area of

the state. The i.:iennonite ;roup predominantly represents a branch called

the iennonite Church who Eenerally possess the most moderate attitudes

toward outsiders. The classes for which the inventory was to be ad-

minlstered was arranc,ed by the principals of the to schools. The

inventory was administered during an English Literature class and an

actj.vity period for the public school students and nennonite students

res:?ectiveiy.

Procedure: The self-description inventory consit3ted of three sections.

Each section contained forty-five self-descriptive items which were

repeated throughout the three sections. kost of the items were derived

nom the Adjective Check Idst (3) and an Interpersonal Check List

devised by Leary (11). The remaining i'6ems were devised by the investi-

gator. In determinin the internal consistency of the items, the split-

hal..7 technique ;WS carried out by correlating the odd-numbered items

with the even-numbered items. By using the Spearman-Brown formula, an

et1mate of the Cull-length reliability turned out to be .8 . In addi-

tion to the forty-rive items, four questions were also presented to the

students in order to gain further insight into their self-concepts.
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Each student was given a direction sheet along with the inven-

tory. The directions were as follows:

1. The following pages contain a self-description inventory.
It is divided into three sections-two pages for each
section.

2. On the first two pages, you are to answer the statement
as candidly (or truthfully) as possible as to how you
are really like (your "actual" self). This is done by
placing a check mark in the appropriate space and column
which you think best describes your actual self.

3. The next two pages are to be answered in the same manner
except that you are to answer the statements as to how
you think you ought, to be or desire to be (your "ideal"
self).

4. The concluding pages are also answered in the same manner
except that you are to answer the statements as to how
you think the typical adolescent in your age group woula
rate himself. After this has been completed you are to
then answer the questions below on page two.

5. Please do not look back or compare your answers on the pre-.-
vious pages. Only refer to the direction sheet to clarify
your responses. Remember, answer the items as truthfully
as you can.

The students were not informed on the actual purpose of the

study since it was felt that they would present a more unrealistic

appraisal of themselves if they had known that their results would

be compared with the results of another group.

In computing the inventory statistical data, an individual

item analysis was done. First, a tabulation sheet was devised for each

section and the responses (or check marks) from both groups were se-

parately totaled for each item and placed in their appropriate columns

(that is, Not at all, To some degree, or To a great degree). Per-

centages for each statement from both groups were then calculated.

The percentage calculated represented the number or percent of students

who responded to a certain degree. Percentages were also calculated for

the question results in the same manner.
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From the columns, the largest discrepancy between the two

groups of percentages for each item were then used to calculate

z-scores in .order to find which items significantly differentiated

between the ifiennonite and the public school adolescents. The following

proportion formula was used in calculating -scores:

P
1

P
2
= the percentage response for the public school adolescent

Nj= the number of students which constitutes the sample of
"

iiennonite adolescents

P, -
z

.(N
1
+ N2

N
1112

= the percentage response for the Mennonite adolescent

N = the number of students which constitutes the sample of
2 public school adolescents

P = N1F1 N2F2
N N
1 + 2

Q = 1 - P

since N = 25, .05 = 1.96 and .01 = 2.58, the extent of signi-

ficance was placed at the following levels. when z was less than + 1.96

(J';; level of significance), the difference between the percentage res-

powles for a certin item made by both groups would be not siErnificant

(or ns). If z was t':reater than + 2.58 (1';; level of significance) then

the difference would be regarded au significant (or s). However,

sholad z lie between + 1.96 and + 2.58 the difference is regarded as

one of doubtful significance (or cis) .
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RESWAS

Table I

z-Scores for ;:;ii nificant Items on the Actual Self of

Eennonite and Public School Adolescents

11.

Item z-score

I am happy and cheerful ** -3.10 (s)

14. I am friendly * -2.32 (ds)

lb. I am attracted to my gang * -2.01 (ds)
(of the same sex)

17. I like responsibility *if (s)

24. I am approved by my peers _2.59 (s)

33. I am easy-going ** 2.69 (s)

40. I am religious * +1.98 (ds)

(s) = sinificant * = significant at the 5% level

(ds) = doubtful significance ** = significant at the level

Table I reports the z-scores for significant items regarding

the actual selves of iennonite and public school adolescents. From

the results, z-scores with negative signs indicate a majority response

mado by the public school adolescents which differentiated them from

the i:Aennonite adolescents. In contrast, z-scores with positive signs

indicate a majority response made by the i4ennonite adolescents.

The results from Table I indicate that the public school adoles-

cen';s have answered the significant items in a more agreeing manner when

------Irelrfrttine- their "actual" selves. It appears that they are more social-

ly oriented than their Nennonite counterparts. That is, they tend to

be more group oriented and tend to strive for harmonious peer relation -

shire. The public school adolescents also appear to be quite satisfied
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with life--they seem happy, friendly, and relaxed. The Mennonites, on

the other hand, appear to stress relicion more than the public school

adolescents. This, in a way, could be expected since they do represent

a religious sect and also attend a parochial school.

In comparing the total item response by both groups, it was

found that the public school adolescents retponded to 62 percent of the

items in a more favorable manner as com'Pared to 34 percent for the

Lennonites. That is, the majority tended to perceive themselves as

being generous, honest, helpf14/,` etc. 4 percent of the items were

answered equally by both gOups.

.4" Table II

z-Scores ;..6r Significant Items on the Ideal Self of

nnonite and Public School Adolescents

5.

12.

16.

z-score

(s)

(s)

(ds)

I get impatient with others' mistakes

I am satisfied with life

I am attracted to my gang--(of the same sex)

**

**

*

-2.59

-2.90

-2.57

19. I am competitive (for grades, activities, etc.) * -2.44 (ds)

24. I am approved by my peers ** -2.91 (s)

33. I am easy-going ** -2.83 (s)

34. I answer questions with a Yes or No * +2.30 (s)

36. I eaerly look forward to the future--there I
see contentment and security

* -2.09 (ds)

40. I am religious * +2.04 (ds)

(s) = significant * = significant at the 5% level
(dc) = doubtful significance ** = significant at the 1.L level

The results from Table II indicate that the public school ado-

lescents have again answered the significant items in a more agreeing

manner when describing their "ideal" selves. They depict their ideal

selves as being patient and good-natured. They also stress harmonious
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relationships with their peers as being ideal while at the same time

striving to emulate others by grades or activities of some sort. In

essence, they desire to be "All-American" adolescents--they want to be

or think they ought to be well-rounded individuals who socialize well

with everyone. The Lennonite adolescents, on the other hand, show that

they desire to be less socially oriented than the public school adoles-

cents. They apparently are nonconformers which tend to support

Guengerich's (6) observation concerning their tenets of faith. They

seem to want to be more exact in their outlook on life and also appear

more cautious in expressing optimism about the future. Evidently, being

an All-American adolescent is not the most important thing that they

strive for. They, again, emphasize religion us a significant part of

their self-concept. The total item response for both groups revealed

that 49 percent of the public school adolescents responded in a more

favorable manner while 39 percent of the ennonites did likewise. 12

percent of the items were equally answered by both groups.

Table III

z-Scores for 2ignificant Items on the Typical Adolescent

of Lennonite and Public School Adolescents

4.

Item z-score

I get rebellious towards parents * +l.93 (ds)

9. I aM attractive * -2.23 (ds)

19. I am competitive (for grades, activities etc.) * +2.52 (ds)

21. I have a tendehcy to reject myL;elf * -2.01 (ds)

22. I feel insecure * -1.98 (ds)

31. This is a man's world * +2.20 (ds)

41. I am cooperative with others * -2.12 (ds)

44. I am sociable and neighborly * -2.09 (ds)

(ds) = doubtful sifznificance * = significant at the 5%lev

As noted in Table II, there were no significant items at the

1 percent level of confidence. This would indicate that both groups
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res,Jonded to the items in describing the typical adolescent in appro7-i-

mately the same manner. Apparently, the public school adolescents

placed the typical adolescent in a more favorable light than did the

Mennonite adolescents. According to the public school adolescents, the

typical adolescent is self-accepting as well as being cooperative and

sociable with others. A check on the total item response by both groups

for the typical adolescent showed that 58 percent of the public school

adolescents responded in a more favorable manner wriile 29 percent of the

Mennonites did likewise. 13 percent of the items were equally answered

by both groups.

The question results can be found in Table IV. Generally, the

future plans for both groups are alike. Most of them plan to attend

cor.ege and most houe to go into the teaching profession. This high

rate of professional preference is probably due to the fact that the

majority of the students from buth groups are in the college-preparatory

curriculum. However, it is rather interesting to note that significant-

ly more public school adolescents than Mennonite adolescents hope to

move from their community after completing school. Also, on question

four, a number of the Mennonites stressed religion as the most satis-

fac-ocry aspect of their life while over half of the public school

adolescents stressed inter or intrapersonal relationships as bei most

satisfactory to them. There appeared to be no 'ioldficant differences

in the Least stisfaction category.

Table IV

!Questionnaire Aesults of :iennonite and Public School

Adolescents

1. Do you plan to attend college after graduation?

Hennonite adolescents (N = 25)

84 going to college
127? not going to college
0 going to trade school
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Table IV (cont'd)

Mid Prairie Hirt adolescents (N = 25)

100% going to college

2. What is your future vocational choice?

Mennonite adolescents (N = 25)

72% Professional
4% Semiprofessional

12% Skilled
12% Undecided

MidPrairie High adolescents (N = 25)

84% Professional
8% Skilled
8% Undecided

3. Do you plan to work in your community after school? If not,
where would you move to?

Mennonite adolescents (N = 25)

44'7; will remain in the community
32% will move from community (all desired the West Coast)
245 Undecided

MidPrairie High adolescents (N = 25)

12% will remain in the community
76% will move from community (61% desired the West Coast and

39% preferred the Midwest) '

12% Undecided

4. From what aspect in your life do you derive most satisfaction?
Least satisfaction?

Mennonite adolescents (N = 25)

32% religious aspect
28% scholastic and task achievement
32% inter or intrapersonal relationships
8;; extracurricular activities

Least satisfaction?

20% idleness
28:742 being hypocritical
16% unsatisfactory scholastic achievement
12% authority domination
24% others
MidPrairie High adolescents (N = 25)

0% religious aspect
24% scholastic and task achievement
52% inter or intrapersonal relationships
16% extracurricular activities
8% others
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T9.ble IV (cont'd)

Least satisfaction?

32.idleness
20% being hypocritical
28; unsatisfactory scholastic achievement
0% authority domination

20% others

DISCUSSION

In support of the aforementioned hypothesis, the public school

adolescents had answered the items in a more favorable or agreeing

manner. They tended to perceive themselves, their ideal selves, and

the typical adolescent as being well rounded individuals. In describ-

ing their self-concepts they tended to emphasize peer approval, ade-
an

quate self-identity and acceptance, happiness, and/optimistic point

of view toward the future more so than the Mennonite adolescents. The

Mennonites, on the other hand, tended to respond to the items.in-a

more intermediate manner. They did, however, stress religiousness as

being significant in their "actual" and "ideal" self- concepts. Peters

(15) has found, upon administering the Allport, Vernon and Lindzcy

Study of Values scale, that Mennonite college students scored signi-

ficantly lower in theoretical and political values. Seemingly, their

religious background and their attendance at a parochial school play

a major part in influencing their responses.

The majority of both groups plan to go to college. Apparently,

both groups have realized the importance of higher education in this

ever-competing society. For the Mennonites, the number headed for col-

lege represents a considerable increase from the Class of 1952. Accord-

iro- to Nafziger (14), 38.5 percent of the students at the Iowa Mennonite
to attend.

School (N = 18) desired /a four-year university or junior college in

1952 as compared to 84 percent of this group under study. Thus, one
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can infer that the Mennonite adolescents do have as much ambition

towards obtaining a higher education as do the public school adoles-

cents. The majority of the Mennonites, however, attend one of three

private Mennonite colleges: Goshen College in Goshen, Indiana; Hesston

College in Hesston, Kansas;and the Eastern Mennonite College in Harris-

burg, Virginia.

Nafziger (14) has also found that in the Class of 1952, 27.5

percent of the Mennonite students desired to go into professional

work. Lembright and Yamamoto (13) found, in their sample of Amish
strictly

children (belonging to a branch of the Mennonites which tends to/adhere

to the Church's rules and disciplines), that only 5 percent of them

desired professional occupations. The present group of Mennonites,

on the other hand, had a percentage of 72 percent which represents a

considerable difference from the other two groups. It is apparent

here that there is a marked difference in attitudes between the Mennonite

adolescents and the Amish adolescents. Lembright and Yamamoto (13)

have noted that the "Amish community provides a highly homogeneous and

sharply delineated world for children to live and grow in. Everything

has its place and everybody knows precisely what he is expected to do

and who he is expected to be....In a sense, such a world is highly

restricted and not conducive to free wheeling development and explora-

tion of ideas and to highly competitive interpersonal relations."

The fact that more Mennonite adolescents than public school

adolescents prefer to remain in the community probably stems from their

common family ties and religious background in which the basic Mennonite

doctrine of "separation from the world" is possibly implemented in their

daily lives. This could possibly explain why the Mennonite adolescents
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are less socially oriented. Peters (15) has indicated in his study

that Mennonite students do show tendencies to withdraw from social situa-

tions, especially involving contacts with non-Mennonite students. He

also implies that the home, church, and community enterprises may be

vital factors in the formation of this attitude. Thus, their orienta-

tion toward their family and church may be more important to them than

having close peer relationships.

It should be noted that findings from an inventory of this

nature are useful mainly as a point of departure for further study.

The information it yields should not be accepted at face value or as

a final diagnosis, for the responses may be influenced by personal fac-

tors or value-systems which the inventory is unable to assess. Fiedler

(5) has pointed out that we do not at present possess any method by

which we can obtain an objective picture of how an individual "really"

is. In this study, for example, the Mennonites may have been more

critical of themselves while, on the other hand, the public school ado-

lescents may have been more defensive in expressing their true self-

descriptions. Thus, a person's response to an inventory, like his res-

ponse to any opportunity for revealing himself, may be influenced by

his candor. He may respond with tongue in cheek, or answer all the

items as candidly as he can. Responses can also be influenced by the

person's attitudes toward the items that are presented and possibly to

the individual who administers them.

Furthermore, responses to the inventory may be influenced to

an undetermined degree by a desire to appear consistent. This can pro-

duce exaggerated results in the way one rates both himself and others.

Responses of this nature were readily apparent as several of the sub-
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jects tended to respond in an almost completely intermediate manner.

The most serious problem in interpreting results, however, is that one

will always be influenced to a certain degree by his own insight.

Thus, no matter how frank the adolescents were in revealing themselves

they, nevertheless, differ greatly in their degree of "self-knowledge."

This, of course, will differ to the extent to which they have tended to

rationalize or critically scrutinize themselves. Perhaps then, the

adolescents are not what they say they are.

In closing, it should be emphasized that definite conclusions

should not be made from the results of this study. The results, how-

ever, have tended to show that there is actually not much difference

between the self-concepts of both the Mennonite and the public school

adolescents. Their attitudes and aspirations appear to be quite simi-

lar. The Mennonites, however, seemed to be less socially oriented

than the public school adolescents. They also responded in a more

intermediate or less agreeing fashion which tended to support the afore-

mentioned hypothesis. It was assumed here that their response set

may have berm influenced by their religious values and family background.
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